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The  COVID-19  Endgame:  Global  Governance,  “Digital  Tyranny”  and  the  Depopulation
Agenda

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, May 20, 2024

There is a sense of urgency. A worldwide mass movement against the adoption of the
Pandemic Treaty is required. The World Health Organization’s (WHO) General Assembly, the
World  Health  Assembly  (WHA)  representing  all  194 member  states,  will  take  place  in
Geneva, from 27 May to 1 June 2024.

Two  Economic  and  Financial  Periods  with  Similarities,  But  with  Different  International
Monetary  Systems:  1920-1929  and  2008-2024

By Prof Rodrigue Tremblay, May 20, 2024

The main financial similarity between the two periods is the prevalence of an inverted yield
curve in both cases, which could hint at future financial and economic troubles. It remains to
be  seen  whether  financial  and  economic  difficulties  will  unfold  in  the  coming  months  or
years,  as  it  was  the  case  in  1929.

Will the Sinai Peninsula See an Influx of Palestinians? What Will be Its Impact?

By Bharat Dogra, May 20, 2024

What is more important for most analysts in the context of the tension and conflict-ridden
realities of the Middle East region is the geo-strategic importance of this region. You can
stand at certain points in its coastal areas and point out — look it is Israel there, Gaza there,
Jordan there and Saudi Arabia there. 
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The Blood-Red Sunset of the West. Strengthening of the Sino-Russian Relations

By Manlio Dinucci, May 20, 2024

After  the  major  gas  pipeline  Nord  Stream,  which  transported  its  gas  to  Europe,  was
interrupted by US-NATO military sabotage and the country was subjected to sanctions by
the EU – Russia is supplying more and more gas and oil to China and imports from there the
industrial products that it previously imported from Europe.

Behold the Real “Axis of Evil”. Option C of Israel’s “Secret Intelligence Memorandum”

By Mark Taliano, May 20, 2024

The real “Axis of Evil” is currently presenting itself to Western populations as Western-
supported Zionists unabashedly commit genocide against Palestinian civilians right now, in
plain view, for all to see.

Old Genocide Joe Has Got to Go! Embracing Netanyahu Does Not Constitute a Foreign Policy

By Philip Giraldi, May 19, 2024

It is extremely difficult to discern what might be the thinking behind the clueless President
Joe Biden and his Blinken-Austin-Mayorkas foreign-policy-plus national security team. Or
rather, the problem is that there does not appear to be any thinking about it at all if one
measures it by what benefits it brings to the American people.

Aboriginal and Treaty Rights: “Grave Error” on Alleged Mass Graves Adjacent to Indian
Residential Schools in Canada

By Prof. Anthony J. Hall, May 19, 2024

The discovery of  mass graves is  often seen as a hallmark that acts of  genocide have
occurred. While the association of mass graves with genocide is virtually irrefutable in Gaza,
the same is certainly not the case in Canada. The discussion in Canada about the supposed
discovery of unmarked mass graves adjacent to Christian residential schools is just now
heating up.
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